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Entertaining At Home: How To Host A Wine-Tasting Party
(NAPSA)—As more people are
choosing to entertain at home, it
can be a great idea (and a lot of
fun) to add a twist to the typical
dinner party and incorporate a
theme—like wine tasting. All
across the country, there’s a growing interest in learning more
about wine, and you don’t need to
be a wine connoisseur to host your
own gathering.
“So many people love the taste
of wine but want to learn more
about what scents and tastes to
recognize when trying wine,” says
Doug Gore, award-winning winemaker for Columbia Crest winery.
“When you learn how to taste
wine and identify certain flavors,
you learn more about yourself and
what you like.”
Gore offers the following stepby-step guide to help you host
your own wine-tasting party:
Planning for the
wine-tasting party
Decide if you will be sampling
one type of wine, such as Chardonnay, or if you will be trying
wines from a specific region. If your
guests bring wine, give them a
price limit. It is worth noting that
price is by no means a guarantee of
quality, and quality does not have
to come with a hefty price tag.
Party set-up
• The wines: Choose five to
eight wines for tasting.
• Setting the table: Use a
white tablecloth or white sheet of
paper so guests can evaluate the
color of the wines. It is a good idea
to have some bread or plain crackers and water on the table to
cleanse the palate between tastings. Also, provide spit cups for
guests that don’t want to drink
every sip of wine they taste.
• Tasting notes: Provide your
guests with pads of paper or winetasting forms so they can record
their immediate thoughts about
each wine. Once they taste and

(NAPSA)—Land O’Lakes has
created a giant 50-page Life’s Simple Moments scrapbook and is
inviting people from across the
country to think about a special
moment in their lives and send in
items that represent that moment.
For every submission, Land
O’Lakes will make a $5 donation,
up to $25,000, to America’s Second Harvest, the nation’s largest
hunger-relief charity, to help feed
the nine million children it serves
each year. Items should be sent to
Land O’Lakes Life’s Simple
Moments Scrapbook, P.O. Box
580609, Minneapolis, MN 554580609. For more information and a
free Life’s Simple Moments
brochure, consumers can call 1800-782-9602 or visit www.land
olakes.com.
BVA offers blinded veterans a
variety of services, including rehabilitation initiatives and a national,
full-time field representative program. BVA traces its roots back to
a group of veterans who lost their
sight during World War II. An
example of a veteran they have
helped is Corporal Neftali Sanchez,
who lost his sight while on patrol
in Korea. Despite his loss of vision,
he went on to receive a degree in
theology. The Association’s services are free and available to any
blind veteran, including those

Entering the Age of Longevity:
Living to be 100 and Making Every Year Count
(NAPSA)—There are nearly
100 million people in the U.S. age
45 and older today. By 2010, this
number will probably grow to
119.3 million. As this population
increases, so does the life expectancy of this generation and
the next. Research predicts that
one third of all boys and one half
of all girls recently born in developed countries will live to be 100.
We have reached the age of
longevity.
With people living longer, it
has become more important than
ever to protect overall health. The
eyes—one of the most important
parts of the body—are often forgotten. By age 45, everyone begins
to experience vision changes due
to aging, including difficulty
focusing on near tasks like reading, difficulty distinguishing colors and contrast, and the need for
more light. In the U.S. alone, 16.5
million people over age 45 report
vision loss. By 2010, this number
will grow to 20 million.
Macular degeneration, the
leading cause of blindness in people over 50, is one disease that
progresses with age, often with
few or no symptoms. Because
macular degeneration, also known
as age-related macular degeneration or AMD, robs central vision it
can affect normal everyday activities like recognizing faces, driving
a car, reading, watching television, and identifying currency.
Approximately 25 to 30 million
people worldwide are affected by
macular degeneration and the
number is expected to triple over
the next 25 years.
Here are four ways to “see”
every year counts:
1.) See your eye doctor. To
maintain your sight and protect
against macular degeneration and
other age-related eye diseases, it’s
important to visit your eye doctor
annually for an eye exam that
tests for macular degeneration.

When preparing for a wine-tasting party, be sure to have enough
glasses for all your guests (not to mention enough wine).
identify each wine, it will help
them remember their favorite
selections.
• Glassware: Place enough
glasses on the table for each person
to use a new glass for each wine. If
you don’t have enough glasses, ask
your guests to bring a set or rinse
each glass before tasting a new
wine. You can rinse the glass with a
small amount of the next wine
you’re going to taste, as water
dilutes the flavor of the wine.
Preparing, pouring and
tasting the wines
• White wines should be tasted
before reds, driest to sweetest. If
you’re sampling the same type of
wine, start with the youngest
aged wine and end with the most
mature.
• Look at the appearance of
the wine. Color and clarity are
two important aspects of wine. A
white wine that has been aged in
oak will be more golden than a
white wine that has not.
• Smelling the wine is the
next step. Swirling the glass will

aerate the wine and enable the
taster to appreciate the aroma
(smells that come from the
grapes) and the bouquet (smells
that the winemaker introduces,
like oak). Don’t be afraid to stick
your nose deep into the glass and
breathe deeply.
• Take small sips, rolling the
wine over your tongue before
swallowing. You’ll get a sense of
the texture (whether the wine is
soft and silky, drying or sharp).
• Allow your guests to discuss
the wines and compare their tasting notes on each wine.
Once the wine tasting is over,
keep the wines out so guests can
enjoy their favorite wine; you
should allow a total of half a bottle of wine per person. So, if you
are having eight guests, be sure to
have at least four bottles of wine
available.
If you want to learn more about
hosting a wine-tasting party, visit
www.columbia-crest.com for a
party checklist and a tasting notes
form.

(NAPSA)—According to Kurt
Landgraf, president of the Education Testing Service, the passage of
the No Child Left Behind Act was a
watershed event in the national
education reform movement. The
new testing regimen will provide
important information that the
American people and policymakers
can use to accomplish significant,
lasting reform.

who were not injured in combat.
For more information, visit www.
bva.org or call 800-669-7079.
When you’re ready to buy jewelry, it may help to shop around.
Compare quality, price and service.
If you’re not familiar with jewelers
in your area, ask family members,
friends and co-workers for recommendations. Check sellers’ reputations with the Better Business
Bureau or the state attorney general’s office. For more information,
call the Federal Trade Commission
toll-free at 1-877- FTC-HELP and
ask for the publication All That
Glitters: How to Buy Jewelry, or
visit www.ftc.gov.

A recent demonstration in
Westville, Indiana, demonstrated
that towels can be as strong as
steel. Tim Liverance, a product
developer from Kimberly-Clark
Professional, tested the strength
of the company’s newest extrastrong towels by hoisting a
10,000-pound Monster Truck on a
rope made of steel blue WypAll
X80 Shop Towels. When it came
to hoisting, the towels really
cleaned up.
®
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Treatment for macular degeneration is available, but early detection is the key to saving sight.
Learn more at www.amdfacts.com.
2.) See your friends and family.
Loss of sight can hinder the ability to see friends and family.
Specifically, macular degeneration
makes recognizing faces difficult.
Sixty percent of Americans expect
to enjoy life more, not less, as they
age. The majority look forward to
spending time with family and
friends.
3.) See the rewards of a healthy
diet. Recent research showed that
people at a high risk of developing
advanced stages of macular degeneration, reduced their risk of vision
loss by 25 percent when taking
high levels of certain vitamins and
zinc. Alcohol may also deplete the
body of antioxidants and high levels of saturated fats and cholesterol
harm blood vessels and can contribute to macular damage.
4.) See the proven risks of
smoking. Smoking is the only clinically proven risk factor for macular degeneration. Other potential
risks include: genetics, cataracts,
hypertension, sun exposure, farsightedness, light skin or eye
color, and a diet low in vitamins,
minerals and antioxidants.
For more information about
macular degeneration, visit
www.amdfacts.com or call 800AMD-4636.

Gold Medalists Work As Team—On And Off The Ice
(NAPSA)—In figure skating,
other sports and in life, teaming
up can help you get ahead of the
game. Partnering-up—whether
it’s with a best friend, family
member, boyfriend or girlfriend—
can be a great way to overcome
obstacles or achieve new goals. In
addition, it can make activities
ranging from working out at the
gym to shopping more fun.
While exercise programs often
occur in twos, many couples also team
up to do other activities that can help
them look and feel their best.
For example, couples can diet
together, consult each other on fashion issues or even improve the look
of their smiles by whitening their
teeth together. Products such as
Crest Whitestrips can make tandem
whitening a simple and fun way to
get a brighter smile—and it can be
a great excuse to spend time with a
friend. Even the busiest pairs can
most likely find time to use the strips
together twice a day for 14 days—
just like Olympic gold medalists
Jamie Salé and David Pelletier.
The dynamic Canadian figure
skating duo (who won the hearts
of fans around the world during
the 2002 Winter Olympic Games)
understands the importance of
spending quality time together as
well as the medal-winning value
of beautiful, white smiles.
“A large part of the overall mark
comes from presentation. How we
look and how we express ourselves
on the ice is very important,” says

Olympic gold medal winners
Jamie Salé and David Pelletier
share time together both on and
off the ice.
Pelletier. “Crest Whitestrips have
been great for us. They are so easy
to use and have made our smiles
more gorgeous and white than ever,”
continues Salé.
However, whitening isn’t the only
thing the world-champion skaters
do together when they’re not on the
rink. People can log onto www.
whitestrips.com or call 1-800-6867146 for a free copy of Jamie and
David’s brochure to learn more about
their favorite pastimes and unique
ways they find to enjoy each other’s
company.
You can also pick a “whitening
partner” of your own and download
the $10-off coupon on two boxes of
Whitestrips. It may help you both
discover why more than four million people have used them.

